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ergoworks physiotherapy


Professional, dedicated and caring. Our Physiotherapists ensure that you have a successful outcome and you return to work or sport within the shortest amount of time possible.
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why ergoworks physiotherapy


Physiotherapists in our Sydney clinic deliver professional, personalised, high quality treatment solutions.
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experienced, professional physiotherapists in Sydney CBD


Our Sydney Physiotherapists are dedicated to successfully treating your injury and returning you back to your activity as soon as possible.
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ergoworks difference


No client is the same. Our physiotherapists ensure you are receiving the best possible treatment available.
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Physiotherapists Sydney CBD





Ergoworks are an award-winning physiotherapy clinic established in 2003 based in the Sydney CBD

We became the leading Sydney physiotherapy and sports injury clinic for many reasons. More and more patients from across the region are choosing us when it comes to their treatment needs.

Here is why you should do the same:
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Make an Enquiry                                      









 

Please fill in the form below and one of our friendly therapists will contact you shortly




                  


                  


	Name* 

	Telephone*

	Brief Description / Injury 

	Email*



	Preferred Time / Date* 
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Our Services

Our proven results help patients achieve optimal health, whether it’s to reach a new level in sports or recover from work injury or accidents.

LEARN MORE
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Injuries

With the help of our professional physio and ergonomics teams, you can recover and go back to your normal activities or sports in no time.

LEARN MORE







 






  

Latest News






Posted on 21/07/2023
Stop running your way towards an injury!

You can hear the tap-tap… tap-tap of footsteps around you; see the bright colours flowing over the pavement like a rainbow river; and feel the adrenaline rush as you see “FINISH” come into view. These are some of the

 Read more







Posted on 12/07/2023
Ergoworks joins Biosymm to create more healthier workplaces across Australia

Ergoworks, a leading provider of office ergonomic solutions, is thrilled to announce its merger with Biosymm, a renowned company delivering comprehensive allied health and rehabilitation services. This exciting development marks a significant milestone in Ergoworks’ journey and presents new

 Read more







Posted on 18/01/2023
The knee that ruined Christmas

Nick Kyrgios always seems to make the headlines – commonly due to his on-court showmanship or his fiery tongue. But recently, something else has put Nick under the limelight… his knee. Nick has recently pulled out of the 2023

 Read more
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Are you experiencing pain in any part of your body? perhaps you are suffering from a sports injury and you need an effective treatment and recovery program. No matter what your physio problem, Ergoworks Physiotherapy provides the right solution you need to recover faster. We are the premier Sydney specialist physiotherapy centre.

Ergoworks Physiotherapy have a highly skilled team of professional physio in Sydney who will assess, diagnose and treat your injury and have you back to your activities as soon as possible. Conveniently practicing from their Sydney CBD location, an Ergoworks physio can assist with all your physiotherapy needs.

As a leading Sydney City physio clinic, Ergoworks Physiotherapy focuses on providing effective treatments for musculoskeletal problems and sports injuries. We maintain a safe and comfortable environment, along with a complete suite of equipment and treatment methods, to ensure our patients’ quick recovery. Our team comprises of qualified and experienced physiotherapists in Sydney CBD. You can trust us to provide the right care, attention, information and support you need.

We all want to stay healthy and strong, so we can continue doing what we love. Musculoskeletal and sports injuries, however, keep us from achieving this goal. If you are suffering from severe or chronic pain in the neck, shoulder, back, hip, knee or any other part of your musculoskeletal system, physiotherapy is right for you. Ergoworks Physiotherapy can design a treatment plan that suits your needs and condition.

With the help of our professional physio and ergonomics teams, you can recover and go back to your normal activities or sports in no time.

Our team uses a combination of manual “hands on” techniques and exercise based therapy to treat a wide variety of musculoskeletal and sports injuries. In our Sydney physiotherapy clinic, we treat patients from all walks of life – from office workers, casual “weekend warriors”, up to elite athletes. This exposure to a wide spectrum of injuries and patients mean that our Sydney physio staff are highly experienced in treating any injury that is brought to our attention.

All of our physiotherapists have completed post- graduate training covering many different techniques and areas of the body, ensuring that they are specialists in all musculoskeletal and sporting injury therapies.

Ergoworks physio clinic work closely with our ergonomics team, and many of them have a background in ergonomics and occupational physiotherapy themselves. This sets us apart from most other physio clinics in Sydney when it comes to being the market leaders in ergonomics and work place injuries. We have teams working Australia wide providing onsite physio services within companies across a broad range of industries, with therapists onsite at over 10 companies in Sydney alone.

Ergoworks Physiotherapists have established relationships with a number of doctors and specialists in the Sydney CBD and surrounding suburbs. Our team will always refer you on for further investigations or opinions if they feel that physio alone is not enough to treat your condition.

Along with our clinic in the Sydney CBD, we also provide services to the UTS Bats Australian Football Club, who play in the Sydney AFL competition.

Call Ergoworks today on 02 8211 0419 for the best physiotherapy services Sydney has to offer.
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 Medical One Clinic
31 Hunter Street
Sydney CBD 2000

 1300 374 696

 info@ergoworks.com.au







             



Get on the road to a significantly higher quality of life by setting up an appointment today. 

Call 1300 374 696 or click here.  To view the sitemap, click here.
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Winner of Telstra 2010 NSW Business Women’s Awards

Winner of Nokia Business Innovation Award





















 Request Booking







 

Please fill in the form below and one of our friendly therapists will contact you shortly




                  


                  

	Name* 

	Telephone*

	Brief Description / Injury 

	Email*



	Preferred Time / Date* 

	




  




















        









































